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Breaking the Devil’s Pact: The Battle to Free the Teamsters from the Mob

James B. Jacobs and Kerry T. Cooperman
New York University Press, 2011

After Mobsters, Unions & Feds: the Mafia and the American Labor Movement (2006), I thought I would have nothing more to say about labor racketeering. But as US v. International Brotherhood of Teamsters, the government’s two-decades long effort to purge the Teamsters Unions of organized crime’s presence and influence went on and on, I realized the need for a case study of the most important anti-labor-racketeering initiative in US history. First, at the time the lawsuit was filed, the IBT had the largest membership of any US private-sector union. Second, the IBT was indisputably the nation’s most powerful union. Third, the IBT was the most written-about union. More than 20 books and scores of articles by journalists, historians, labor studies scholars, and Teamsters offer a rich, if uneven, history of a single labor union, thereby providing a window on 20th- and 21st century American labor history and American history generally. Obviously, the case warranted a major study....

Because US v. IBT was, first and foremost, meant to sever ties between Cosa Nostra and its most important economic and political power base, the IBT, this study also contributes to 20th- and 21st century organized-crime studies, especially to the history of the government’s organized crime-control strategies. US v. IBT was groundbreaking for federal law enforcement because it stretched the legs of civil RICO farther than ever before. DOJ sought to purge Cosa Nostra’s presence and influence from an international union (the United States, Canada, and Puerto Rico) with nearly 700 local and regional affiliates. US v. IBT tested DOJ’s ability to use civil RICO to achieve systemic organizational reform, a goal that scores of criminal prosecutions had failed to achieve. Moreover, the stakes were huge. Failure would likely dissuade DOJ attorneys from bringing future civil RICO suits against systemically corrupted organizations and might thereby encourage labor racketeering. Success would likely encourage similar lawsuits against organized crimes’ influence in other unions.
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